Object classification for human and ideal observers.
We describe a novel approach, based on ideal observer analysis, for measuring the ability of human observers to use image information for 3D object perception. We compute the statistical efficiency of subjects relative to an ideal observer for a 3D object classification task. After training to 11 different views of a randomly shaped thick wire object, subjects were asked which of a pair of noisy views of the object best matched the learned object. Efficiency relative to the actual information in the stimuli can be as high as 20%. Increases in object regularity (e.g. symmetry) lead to increases in the efficiency with which novel views of an object could be classified. Furthermore, such increases in regularity also lead to decreases in the effect of viewpoint on classification efficiency. Human statistical efficiencies relative to a 2D ideal observer exceeded 100%, thereby excluding all models which are sub-optimal relative to the 2D ideal.